
Official Minutes
February 26, 2020

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Weld Central High School

Work Session (6:00)
1. Call to Order by President Baumgartner at 6:06 p.m.
2. Roll Call Directors Baumgartner, Grundy, and Jensen were present. Director Gustafson joined by

phone due to a work conflict. Director District D remains vacant.
3. Review of Agenda
4. Information / Discussion

4.1 Mill Levy Override Extension Discussion and Policy Advisor Interview
Since the previous advisor used by the district in the past is unable to provide support to the
District in the MLO extension, Dr. Rabenhorst asked for recommendations for another
consultant who might be available. Todd Snidow recommended Bill Ray who has previously
worked with Paul Hanley when GKBaum was in business. Dr. Rabenhorst and President
Baumgartner scheduled this interview based on Mr. Ray’s experience and recommendations.
WCEA representatives were also present due to their significant interest in the MLO extension.

Mr. Ray presented his strategy including an overview of his experience in Weld county and
public affairs. Mr. Ray specializes in public and private issue management and discussed
several other recent and successful projects. He noted that he is available for monthly meetings
and takes a hands-on approach with Boards and districts. Dr. Rabenhorst asked Mr. Ray how
many clients he typically contracts with during an election season, and Mr. Ray explained that
he will take on 4-6 public finance clients and that he is approaching that limit for this cycle.
Director Grundy asked how our district being small will affect his process. Mr. Ray noted that
many of his clients are in rural areas and gave examples of how his business model helps him
support his smaller clients. Director Baumgartner followed up by asking if he has experience
with a client that includes three unique communities. Mr. Ray explained how he worked with the
Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RAFTA) which included working with the differing
communities including Rifle and Aspen. He discussed how he navigated managing the
personalities and needs of the different elected officials.

Director Gustafson continued the discussion by asking Mr. Ray what strategies he uses for
determining why ballot issues have not been supported in the past. He noted that he sees the
most success in data and qualitative conversations especially with local leaders. He also uses
polling and looks for trends in voting records. Director Jensen asked if we are starting our
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process too late. Mr. Ray assured the Board that it’s a great time to get started on the policy
issue and to start communicating to the public about the MLO. Director Jensen asked for an
explanation of his service fees. Mr. Ray gave a general summary including information about a
flat fee and an hourly rate that would not exceed an agreed upon amount. Dr. Rabenhorst asked
Mr. Ray to provide a proposal to include work for the next four months.

Board members asked additional questions about communications to the community both with
social media and with physical mail. Director Baumgartner noted that the district may be
interested in polling. Director Jensen asked about support for ballot language if the decision was
to move toward an election question. Mr. Ray explained that he is able to collaborate with legal
counsel to craft the ballot language and fine tune the description of funds use. He can also
provide the language for the white book..

Mr. Ray asked the Board what their specific need is for the MLO and Dr. Rabenhorst explained
that specific programs would need to be cut if this is not passed.  Discussion regarding the
sunset also occurred.  Mr. Ray assured the Board that they would be able to message
effectively regardless of a decision regarding a continuation of a sunset.

The Board agreed that they would review the proposal once received and proceed accordingly.

5. Adjournment at 6:56 p.m.

Regular Meeting (7:00)
1. Call to Order by President Baumgartner at 7:04 p.m.
2. Roll Call Directors Baumgartner, Grundy, and Jensen were present. Director Gustafson was abent.

Director District D remains vacant.
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Approval of Agenda

Director Grundy moved to approve the agenda as presented. Director Jensen seconded the motion.

Baumgartner - Y Grundy - Y Gustafson -
Absent

Jensen - Y Director District
D - Vacant

5. Public Open Forum
5.1 Recognition of Visitors
5.2 Public Comments
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None
5.3 Correspondence

● Thank You Note from Cherice Seele
6. Special Reports

6.1 Academic Spotlight - Weld Central High School
Principal Dan Kennedy along with teachers Nicole Mangels and Jordan Kowalenko gave a
short presentation regarding the implementation of the capstone program at the high school.
Mr. Kennedy informed the Board that they began messaging information regarding
implementation at the 8th grade continuum in 2017 and describe the different testing options
that are currently available. He also discussed different obstacles that the high school has
faced during implementation including having sufficient time for getting students placed
appropriately for senior year. Ms. Mangels and Ms. Kowalenko gave an overview of the
schedule for the capstone project including time spent learning about personal finance and on
a research paper with the hope to include community members. The teachers also reported
that they will be visiting other schools to learn what the capstone program looks like for
Special Education students and ELLs in other districts. Director Grundy asked if the program
will be held both semesters and Mr. Kenney explained that the option for it to be held both
semesters has already been included in scheduling for next year. Ms. Grundy also asked if the
Accuplacer and ASVAB testing options will be available for students at any time, and Mr.
Kennedy explained that the availability of that options depends on certification and military
partnerships. Mr. Kennedy also informed the Board that they are expecting approximately
75-100 students to enroll in the capstone program and clarified that the program is completed
during Rebel Time in conjunction with a normal class load. Director Jensen asked how much
of the day is spent in Rebel Time and Mr. Kenney explained that Rebel Time is currently
scheduled for one hour on Mondays only. Ms. Kowalenko noted that the amount of work that is
needed to be done in addition to regular classwork is hopefully incentivizing students to take
the testing options seriously. Mr. Kenney agreed that he feels that students are taking these
changes seriously. Director Baumgartner asked how many teachers are currently trained to
help students in the program and Mr. Kennedy indicated that there are currently 7-8 teachers
trained and that number may increase depending on SAT results. The Board had no other
questions for WCHS staff present.

6.2 Capital Construction Update
Dr. Rabenhorst provided an update to the BOE regarding the WWTF project including a more
formal update from Ms. Hohnholt. He reviewed costs associated with the backup generator and
informed the Board of the general dissatisfaction the design contractor which has seemingly led
to many of the delays. Director Grundy asked if the district is responsible for paying for potholes
and Dr. Rabenhorst explained that was a known risk and part of the contingency. Director
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Baumgartner asked if there are potential hazards with just a privacy fence, but there have been
no expressed concerns at this time.
Administrative Contract/Agreement Approvals since previous meeting:
● None
Administrative Change Order Approvals since previous meeting:
● CP with NCC for WWTF, Electrical and Install of Fan/Heater,

$20,305

7. Board Consent Agenda (EL-4: Communication and Counsel to the Board)
7.1 Approval: Meeting Minutes (GP-8 Agenda Planning)

(a) January 22, 2020 Regular Meeting Minutes
(b) February 12, 2020 Governance Process Meeting Minutes
(c) February 12, 2020 Work Session Minutes

7.2 Approval: Financial Reports (EL-16 Financial Administration)
(a) January Financial Report
(b) Quarterly Financial Report (October, January, April, July only)

7.3 Approval: Resignation/Retirements/Separation of Employment (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
● Eric Evertse - Small Bus Driver @ Transportation
● Ira Bane - Art Teacher @ Meadow Ridge Elementary and Lochbuie Elementary

(effective at the end of the 2019-2020 school year)
● Timothy Buss - Head Custodian @ Meadow Ridge Elementary
● Juana Ramirez - Bus Driver @ Transportation (Will remain in position as SPED

Paraprofessional @ WCMS)
● Rhonda Meeks - 6th Grade Science @ WCMS
● Kathleen Mott - Preschool Teacher @ Hudson (effective at the end of the 2019-2020

school year)
7.4 Approval: Contracts for Licensed Employees (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
7.5 Approval: Letters of Employment for Classified Personnel (EL-12 Staff Treatment)

● Lori Strosnider - Small Bus Driver @ Transportation
● Eric Evertse - Substitute Small Bus Driver @ Transportation (resigned from regular small

bus driver)
● Ashley Winstead - Small Bus Driver @ Transportation
● Lisa Espinosa Aguayo - Counseling Secretary @ WCHS
● Timothy Noffsinger - CDL Bus Driver @ Transportation
● Maria Espino (previous employee) - Evening Custodian @ Hudson
● Alicia Harkins - Substitute Paraprofessional @ District
● Nicholas Bartnik - Technology Technician II @ District
● Aldaberto Sias Estrada - Substitute Custodian @ District
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● Shannon Moyer - Head Custodian @ Meadow Ridge Elementary
7.6 Approval: Additions to the 2019-2020 Coaching / Extra Duty Employment Agreement / Notice of

Assignment (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
● Elliot Copeland - Assistant Track Coach @ WCHS

7.7 Approval: Resignations for 2019-2020 Coaching / Extra Duty Employment Agreement / Notice
of Assignment (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
● Samantha Workman - Assistant Volleyball Coach @ WCHS

7.8 Approval: Intra-School / Intra-District Staff Transfers (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
● Rosalia Martiniez - Transfer from Evening Custodian @ Hudson Elementary to Head

Custodian @ Hoff Elementary
● Juana Ramirez - Transfer from Part-Time to Full-Time SPED Paraprofessional @ WCMS

(resigned from Bus Driver position)
7.9 Approval: 2019-2020 Amended Contracts (EL-12 Staff Treatment)

● Briana Bromley
● Rebekah Dornbos
● Audrey Montano
● Brenna Morris
● Rose Rath

7.10 Approval: Additions to the 2019-2020 Substitute Teaching LIst (EL-12 Staff Treatment)
● Tyona Marshall - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Crystal Sanchez - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Laura Rosling - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Liana Rosling - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Tiffeny Boal - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Michelle Lingo - Licensed Substitute @ District
● Traci Greer - Licensed Substitute @ District

7.11 Approval: Out of District Student Requests for 2019-2020 (EL-6 Educational Program)
7.12 Approval: Requests for Open Enrollment/Within District Transfers for  2019-2020 (EL-6

(EL-6 Educational Program)
7.13 Approval: Home School Requests for 2019-2020 (EL-6 Educational Program)
7.14 Approval: Administrative Policy (EL-4 Communication and Counsel to the Board; EL-9

Treatment of Students, Parents, and Community; EL-11 School Safety)
7.15 Approval: Monitoring Review Cycle (EL-4 Communication and Counsel to the Board)

Director Grundy moved to approve the consent agenda as presented. Director Jensen seconded the
motion.

Baumgartner - Y Grundy - Y Gustafson - Jensen - Y Director District
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Absent D - Vacant

8. Action / Discussion
8.1 Voluntary Retirement Option

Ms. Clark reviewed the recommended Voluntary Retirement Option with the Board. The
recommendation is to offer the incentive offered in previous years, which includes offering 110
day contracts to employees seeking to retire and work one additional year. Action was
recommended so that communication can go out to employees regarding this option for the
2020-2021 school year.  The deadline for staff members to indicate their desire to participate
in the option will be April 15. The Board had no questions.
Director Jensen moved to approve the Voluntary Retirement Option as presented. Director
Grundy seconded the motion.

Baumgartner - Y Grundy - Y Gustafson -
Absent

Jensen - Y Director District
D - Vacant

8.2 Administrative Policy Updates (2nd Reading)
The following policies were recently updated by CASB in a Policy Parameters update. These
are additional updates to the ones approved by the Board at the July 17, 2019 regular meeting
of the entire policy manual. The Board reviewed these policies at the January 22, 2020 Regular
Meeting and directed that they be placed on this agenda for a second reading.
(a) Policy GBEB Staff Conduct (And Responsibilities)

As a result of HB19-1166 (effective 4/18/2019), an applicant must submit to a
name-based criminal history record check if a fingerprint-based check reveals a record
of arrest but does not show a disposition in the case. Another change allows authorized
district or BOCES employee to take fingerprints. Currently, the district uses a third party
vendor for fingerprinting purposes. Colorado school districts are required by law to adopt
a policy that requires screening of new and current employees for criminal activities.

(b) Policy ILBC Early Literacy and Reading Comprehension
According to the newly amended READ Act, instructional programming and interventions
pursuant to the READ Act must be focused on the areas of phonemic awareness,
phonics, vocabulary development, reading fluency including oral skills and reading
comprehension. Colorado school districts are required by law to adopt a policy on this
subject and the law contains some specific direction as to the content or language.
CASB believes that the content/language provided best meets the intent of the law.
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(c) Policy JLCD Administering Medication to Students
CASB provided the following information regarding the changes to the language in
Policy JLCD.
“The federal Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (Farm Bill), (eff.1/1/19) removed
industrial hemp and its derived products from Schedule I of the federal Controlled
Substances Act. This means that cannabis plants and derivatives that contain less than
or equal to 0.3% THC are considered industrial hemp and are no longer controlled
substances under federal law, whereas cannabis plants and derivatives with more than
0.3% THC are considered marijuana. The Farm Bill, however, did not legalize CBD
generally. CBD derived from industrial hemp is legal if the hemp was produced in a
manner consistent with the Farm Bill and state and federal regulations. Furthermore, the
FDA has regulatory authority over products for food and pharmaceutical use containing
industrial hemp cannabis or cannabis-derived compounds. As of the publication of the
update, the FDA has not approved over-the-counter hemp-derived CBD products, with
the exception of Epidiolex, which is used to treat rare and severe forms of seizure
disorders.”

Additionally, pursuant to SB19-227, the policy includes optional language to be included
when a local school board elects for the school district to stock opiate antagonists (e.g.,
naloxone).

While Colorado school districts are not required by law to adopt a policy on this subject,
CASB believes that the content/language provided best meets the intent of the law and
reflects legal requirements that school districts must follow.

Director Grundy asked if administration feels comfortable informing personnel at the
building level. Dr. Rabenhorst explained that Ms. Wakeman has already been in
communication with district nurses regarding the policy. She further asked if the opiate
antagonists will be at all buildings or just at the high school. Dr. Rabenhorst noted that it
will be in stock at the high school and can be available for use at the middle school if
necessary.

(d) Policy JLCDB Administration of Medical Marijuana to Qualified Students
Language in the policy now defines “medical marijuana” as cannabis products with the
THC concentration of greater than 0.3% in accordance with state and federal law.

(e) Policy KFA Public Conduct on District Property
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Language in Policy KFA was updated with the definition of “deadly weapon” being further
expanded. This change is the result of a decision by an administrative law judge in a
recent teacher dismissal case. Colorado school districts are required by law to adopt a
policy on this subject and the law contains some specific direction as to the content or
language. CASB believes that the content/language provided best meets the intent of
the law.

(f) Policy EHC Safeguarding Personal Identifying Information
A policy on this subject is now required by law. CASB provided this sample policy with
the rest of the policy manual overhaul documents.

The Board had no further discussion regarding any of the policies.

Director Grundy moved to approve the Policies EHC, KFA, JLCDB, JLCD, ILBC, and GBEB as
presented. Director Jensen seconded the motion.

Baumgartner - Y Grundy - Y Gustafson -
Absent

Jensen - Y Director District
D - Vacant

9. Information / Discussion
9.1 2020-2021 Health Insurance Renewal

The Board reviewed summary documents from CEBT pertaining to the 2019-2020 Health
Insurance renewal. The district will see a 4.5% increase if no plan changes are made.
Administration asked for direction from the Board on how to proceed based on this projected
cost. On February 19, the Superintendent’s Advisory Council received the most in-depth detail
on renewal information as they are the group that is consulted on plan changes if they are
needed. The renewal rate is considered within an acceptable range compared to market;
however, Dr. Rabenhorst explained to SAC members that the increase must be considered in
the compensation increases that will be considered for 2020-2021. Ms. Clark shared that the
total increase is projected to be $100,000 using current FTE in the benefits program. Ms. Clark
noted that there is some concern regarding what the following year’s rate increase will be due to
claims made during this year. SAC members indicated a preference to have the district bear the
cost of the increase and include the increase in next year’s compensation planning. This means
the group prefers that no plan changes occur to help reduce costs. Director Jensen asked for
clarification and Director Grundy noted that she is comfortable with the changes including no
increase to deductible rates. By consensus, the Board agreed to move forward with the SAC
and Joint Committee recommendations for budget planning.
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9.2 Health and Wellness Plan Update
As part of the Creating Healthy Schools grant, the Wellness Committee has completed
redesigning the comprehensive health and wellness plan for the District. Jenny Wakeman gave
a brief summary of how the plan was created noting that the first year of the grant was used to
plan while the second year will be based mainly on implementation. Director Baumgartner
asked if this plan will stay consistent or see more changes. Ms. Wakeman explained that it is
more of a working document but still a better plan in comparison to just having compliance
policies.

9.3 CASB Conference Directors’ Reports and NSBA Advocacy Institute Director Report
Ms. Baumgartner requested that Board members be prepared to share information from the
CASB conference if they feel the information is timely and relevant. Director Grundy shared
about a session that she attended regarding a community partnership within a school district
and how they have particularly supported first generation college students. She gave a brief
summary of the program and noted that one of their best practices is having students tour a
college campus helping them visualize being in college and then determining how their goals
correspond to their chosen paths. Director Baumgartner shared about a presentation that she
attended regarding threat assessments including school districts and how they learned from
incidents including any “close calls”. Dr. Rabenhorst shared that in addition to attending
sessions pertaining to Mill Levy Override Planning, he also found value in attending a session
about capstone programs and pathways to increase graduation rates. Ms. Wiener reported that
she most enjoyed the keynote speech by Rosalind Wiseman and her different behavioral
definitions. As Director Gustafson was absent from the meeting, no specific information
regarding the NSBA conference was shared.

9.4 Mill Levy Override Discussion and Policy Advisor Selection Process
The Board members continued discussion regarding next steps in selecting a policy consultant.
Dr. Rabenhorst noted that he was comfortable with the model presented by Bill Ray and that he
will look forward to the cost proposal. He also informed the Board that he did have another
conversation with a different consultant for an option but that he felt they provided less
information and support. He did request a cost proposal in order to compare costs with the one
provided by Mr. Ray. Director Jensen noted that his only concern with Mr. Ray would potentially
be cost. Director Grundy thinks that he may incur more creative challenges than he is used to.
Director Baumgartner thought that he answered questions clearly and has good experience.
Director Jensen also noted that being successful with a challenge such as this might help him
win future work which would be a good incentive for him. Dr. Rabenhorst is also in favor of the
client load described by Mr. Ray.
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9.5 Changes to Elementary & Middle School Performance Frameworks
Dr. Rabenhorst briefly reviewed the upcoming changes to the elementary and middle school
frameworks using a one page fact sheet provided by CDE. This information was previously
shared with Board members; however, Dr. Rabenhorst wanted to remind members of the
upcoming changes and share the formal document. The cut scores are the changes as the
State Board of Education felt that too many schools are in the performance category but
evidence from CMAS achievement does not support those ratings. Given these changes, none
of our schools would fall into the performance category based on current data.

10. Superintendent Reports and Presentations
10.1 Discipline Report

There is no report at this time.

10.2 Parent Teacher Conference Attendance Summary
Conference times at WCMS and WCHS ended early on Wednesday, February 12, 2020 due to
inclement weather. The Board discussed their attempts in recruiting a new Board member.
Director Baumgartner reported that attendance at Hudson Elementary seemed slow. Director
Grundy described excited parents that seemed satisfied with reports and that reported that the
Book Fair was well patronized. Director Jensen described conferences at Hoff Elementary as so
organized that the atmosphere was quiet.
Meadow Ridge Elementary - 93% (same as last year’s attendance)
Lochbuie Elementary - 91% (up from 88%)
Hudson Elementary - 88% (down from 95%)
Hoff Elementary - 95% (down from 96%)
Weld Central Middle School - 50% (down from 54%)
Weld Central High School - 30% (down from 33%)

10.3 Climate Survey Results
Board members reviewed results from the climate survey and Dr. Rabenhorst highlighted a few
of the questions addressing areas of strength and areas of needed improvement. He noted that
teacher participation decreased very slightly, and Director Jensen wondered if that correlates to
a more positive climate. Most areas trended up and the climate is generally good. Director
Baumgartner noted a few areas to dig into deeper. Dr. Rabenhorst pointed out general
dissatisfaction with District Benchmark assessments and that administration is aware of the
conflict and in discussion revolving around that validated concern. Dr. Rabenhorst reported that
the top three reasons for leaving and staying have remained the same as previous years.
Director Grundy noted that at least we can make progress in increasing salaries; however, there
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is little we can do regarding commute. Each school received their individual reports and SAC
members and principals are working together on addressing the results with full staffs.

10.4 Town Housing Development Update
Dr. Rabenhorst and Ms. Clark met with Justin Hay of StackLot regarding the progress on the
Pioneer project in Keenesburg. Dr. Rabenhorst requested the visual information and shared it
with the Board. 25 permits have been pulled in the Evans Place subdivision in Keenesburg with
the expectation that 10 permits per month will be added through the end of 2020. Two houses
are currently being built. Dr. Rabenhorst shared information learned from a meeting with the
Lochbuie Town Manager. Silver Peaks is currently stalled and nothing is expected to happen
within the next year. The Walton Corporation is looking to sell to DRHorton. There will be at
most 80-90 homes along King Street because the infrastructure is already completed. Director
Grundy reminded the Board that Silver Peaks does have water available, and Dr. Rabenhorst
reported that Bella Vista does not. The Pioneer Development has two phases of annexation with
one being complete. There are two school sites in the plan but enough acres may not have
been set aside for the sites. Director Grundy asked if the developers are receptive to the school
district’s perspective. Dr. Rabenhorst does not feel that they are at this time and that they are
just anxious to complete work. Dr. Rabenhorst noted that they need to be careful to ask for what
will save the district more money in the long run. Director Grundy pointed out that since the
district doesn’t own water it may be advantageous to ask that water be dedicated in the
agreement. The Board agreed that they need to be mindful of the type of school listed in any
agreement.

10.5 District Leadership Planning & Compensation Study
Dr. Rabenhorst reported that position regarding college and career readiness will be posted and
that compensation information will be ready for the next meeting.

11. Board Member Reports / Discussions

Baumgartner - Nothing to report

Grundy - The Education Foundation is ready to finalize the scholarship application and reported that
they are prepared to award one scholarship. Candy Veldhuizen, a founding member, has officially left
the Foundation following a time of participating remotely from another state. Membership is low and
may soon be unsustainable. Roundabout construction in Lochbuie has started which may cause
transportation challenges.

Gustafson - Absent
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Jensen - Asked if there is a plan for extended closure regarding coronavirus. Dr. Rabenhorst reported
that at this time, CDPHE has released guidelines that are similar to flu prevention.

12. Executive Session to Discuss Personnel Matter Relating to Superintendent Evaluation
Dr. Rabenhorst separately provided an update to his annual goals.  A printed copy will be available for
the meeting. A formal written evaluation for the mid-year review is not required by the Board’s
governance policies.  The Board will adjourn into Executive Session for the purpose of discussing a
personnel matter relating to the Superintendent Evaluation as authorized by C.R.S. 24-6-402(4)(f).

At 8:32 p.m., Director Grundy moved that the Board enter executive session for the purpose of
discussing a personnel matter relating to the Superintendent Evaluation as authorized by C.R.S.
24-6-402(4)(f). In executive session was President Baumgartner, Directors Grundy and Jensen, and Dr.
Rabenhorst. Director Jensen seconded the motion.

Baumgartner - Y Grundy - Y Gustafson -
Absent

Jensen - Y Director District
D - Vacant

Returned from executive session at 8:57 p.m. No action taken during executive session.

13. Adjournment at 8:58 p.m.
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